
 
 
 

 
The meeting of development of international trade capacity project  which performed in conjunction with VOKA CCI was realized in Çaycuma 
CCI. 
 
The meeting was realized with the participation of Zonguldak Governor Erol Ayyıldız, Çaycuma Governor Hasan Yaman, civil society 
organizations,the managers in Çaycuma, the representatives of SMEs and the meeting has attracted great interest from companies. 
 
After made inaugural speech by Çaycuma CCI chairman Rifat Sarsık, he explained the general framework about the 
project.Moreover,Zonguldak Governor Erol Ayyıldız talked about the importance of the project and he thanked those who contributed to the 
project. 
 
Subsequently, the partners of project have been presented in this meeting.And, project coordinator Alper Püren and project assistant Kamuran 
Mısırlı made own presentation before the presentation of eu relations consultant Luc Van Loveren. 
 
After the presentations, the exchange of ideas was made with participants in the form of questions and answers. 
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EU-Turkey Chambers Forum II (ETCF II), ''The contribution of chambers of commerce and 
industry to EU-TURKEY positive agenda and starting meeting of chambers partnership grant 
scheme'' have been realized hosted by Rıfat HİSARCIKLIOĞLU and with the participation of 
Customs and Trade Minister Hayati YAZICI, General Secretary of Eurochambres Arnaldo 
ABRUZZINİ,EU-TURKEY Delegation First Counsellor Ervam MARTEİL,Central Finance and 
Contracts Unit leader Muhsin Altun.Çaycuma Chamber of Commerce and Industry also attended 
to the meeting and it made a presentation about the development of the volume of trade. 
 
Çaycuma CCI General Secretary and Project coordinator Alper Püren ,Assistant of general 
secretary and the Treasurer of the project Recep Acar, Project assistant Kamuran Mısırlı, VOKA-
CCI project specialist Luc Ven Loveren and Project consultant İlker Kecetep participated in the 
meeting.TOBB President Rıfat Hisarcıklıoğlu gave a speech and he defined that The chambers of 
between Turkey and the EU member states have been paired and he said  '' the 41 CCI in Turkey 
have been paired with the 34 CCI in EU member states.The matching project was spread all 
region of Turkey. '' 
 
After the opening speech, Mr. Rıfat Hisarcıklıoğlu specified that  the development of international 
capacity project contributes to the developing the service capacity of the CCI. 
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